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To save this word, you'll need to log in.
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tripped; tripping

Definition of trip

 (Entry 1 of 2)

intransitive verb

1 : to catch the foot against something so as to stumble
2 : to make a mistake or false step (as in morality or accuracy)
3a : to dance, skip, or caper with light quick steps
b : to walk with light quick steps
4 : to stumble in articulation when speaking
5 : to make a journey
6a : to actuate a mechanism
b : to become operative
7a : to get high on a psychedelic drug (such as LSD) : turn on —often used with out
b slang : freak sense 3b

transitive verb

1a : to cause to stumble —often used with up
b : to cause to fail : obstruct —often used with up
2 : to detect in a misstep, fault, or blunder also : expose —usually used with up
3 : to release or operate (a mechanism) especially by releasing a catch or detent trip the fire alarm
4 : to raise (an anchor) from the bottom so as to hang free
5a : to pull (a yard) into a perpendicular position for lowering
b : to hoist (a topmast) far enough to enable the fid to be withdrawn preparatory to housing or lowering
6 archaic : to perform (a dance) lightly or nimbly
trip the light fantastic
: dance

trip

noun

Definition of trip (Entry 2 of 2)

1a : voyage, journey
b : a single round or tour on a business errand
2a : an intense visionary experience undergone by a person who has taken a psychedelic drug (such as LSD)
b : an exciting or unusual experience the party was a trip
3 : absorption in or obsession with an interest, attitude, or state of mind a guilt trip on a nostalgia trip
4 : a faltering step caused by stumbling
5 : a stroke or catch by which a wrestler is made to lose footing
6 : error, misstep
7 : a quick light step
8a : the action of tripping mechanically
b : a device for tripping a mechanism (such as a catch or detent)
9 : scene, lifestyle
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Synonyms for trip

Synonyms: Verb

dash,
gallop,
jog,
run,
scamper,
sprint,
trot

Synonyms: Noun

expedition,
journey,
passage,
peregrination,
travel(s),
trek

Visit the Thesaurus for More 

Examples of trip in a Sentence

Verb He deliberately tried to trip me. The dancers tripped off the stage.
See More
Recent Examples on the Web: Verb Bluetooth, like any radio signal, gets tripped up by human anatomy. —
Alexander George, Popular Mechanics, "Here's Why Your Bluetooth Headphones Keep Acting Up," 25 Feb. 2020
Not many expected Utah Valley would have a win more recently than Kentucky, but the Wildcats were tripped up
by Evansville last time out by a 67-64 score as 24.5-point favorites. 2. — Joe Williams, USA TODAY Sportsbook
Wire, "Utah Valley-Kentucky odds: UK heavily favored over UVU," 18 Nov. 2019

These example sentences are selected automatically from various online news sources to reflect current usage of
the word 'trip.' Views expressed in the examples do not represent the opinion of Merriam-Webster or its editors.
Send us feedback.

See More

First Known Use of trip
Verb

14th century, in the meaning defined at intransitive sense 3a

Noun

14th century, in the meaning defined at sense 5
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History and Etymology for trip

Verb

Middle English trippen, from Anglo-French treper, triper, of Germanic origin; akin to Old English treppan to
tread — more at trap

Keep scrolling for more

Learn More about trip

Share trip

Post the Definition of trip to Facebook  Share the Definition of trip on Twitter 

Time Traveler for trip

The first known use of trip was in the 14th century

See more words from the same century

Dictionary Entries near trip

trioxide

trioxy-

trioxymethylene

trip

tripack

tripart

tripartite

See More Nearby Entries 

Phrases Related to trip

business trip

day trip

lay/put a guilt trip on
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power trip

roll/trip off the tongue

trip up

Statistics for trip

Last Updated

2 Mar 2020

Look-up Popularity

Top 30% of words

Cite this Entry

“Trip.” Merriam-Webster.com Dictionary, Merriam-Webster, https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/trip.
Accessed 3 Mar. 2020.
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More Definitions for trip

trip

verb

English Language Learners Definition of trip

 (Entry 1 of 2)

: to hit your foot against something while you are walking or running so that you fall or almost fall
: to cause (someone who is walking or running) to fall or almost fall
literary : to dance or walk with light, quick steps

trip

noun

English Language Learners Definition of trip (Entry 2 of 2)

: a journey to a place
: a short journey to a store, business, office, etc., for a particular purpose
informal : the experience of strange mental effects (such as seeing things that are not real) that is produced by
taking a very powerful drug (such as LSD)

See the full definition for trip in the English Language Learners Dictionary

trip

Style: MLA

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/power%20trip
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/roll/trip%20off%20the%20tongue
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/trip%20up
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/verb
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/trip?pronunciation&lang=en_us&dir=t&file=trip0001
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/noun
http://www.learnersdictionary.com/search/trip
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verb
\ ˈtrip  \
tripped; tripping

Kids Definition of trip

 (Entry 1 of 2)

1 : to catch the foot against something so as to stumble : cause to stumble
2 : to make or cause to make a mistake Their tricky questions tripped us up.
3 : to move (as in dancing) with light quick steps She tripped lightly around the room.
4 : to release (as a spring) by moving a catch

trip

noun

Kids Definition of trip (Entry 2 of 2)

1 : an instance of traveling from one place to another a trip to Europe
2 : a brief errand having a certain aim or being more or less regular a trip to the dentist
3 : the action of releasing something mechanically
4 : a device for releasing something by tripping a mechanism

Keep scrolling for more

More from Merriam-Webster on trip

Thesaurus: All synonyms and antonyms for trip

Spanish Central: Translation of trip

Nglish: Translation of trip for Spanish Speakers

Britannica English: Translation of trip for Arabic Speakers

Comments on tr ip

What made you want to look up tr ip? Please tel l  us where you read or heard it
( including the quote, if  possible).
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